
 

 

Oracle Validated Integration 

provides customers with 

confidence that a partner’s 

integration with an on-

premises Oracle application 

is functionally sound and 

performs as designed. This 

can help customers reduce 

deployment risk, lower total 

cost of ownership, and 

improve the user experience 

related to the partner’s 

integrated offering. 
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Alepo Technologies  
WiFi SMP Integration with Oracle Hospitality 
OPERA 5.6 
 

Alepo’s WiFi SMP product provides a WiFi solution to hotels. With it, 

guests can connect to the hotel’s service set identifier (SSID) and 

access free or paid internet services. 

COMPANY OVERVIEW 

Alepo makes next-generation data opportunities a reality, delivering advanced software 

solutions and services that enable communications service providers to accelerate revenue 

growth, market share, and business success on fixed and mobile networks.  

Alepo helps accelerate digital enablement for networks of all sizes, including leading service 

providers globally. Known as a go-to partner for all things data, Alepo’s innovations are 

highly-scalable, cloud-agnostic, and enable digital-first customer experiences.  

Alepo is headquartered in Austin, Texas, with a presence in all regions of the world. 

INTEGRATION OVERVIEW 

Alepo provides a WiFi solution to hotels. WiFi SMP integrates with Oracle Hospitality OPERA 

property management service (PMS) so that guests checking in to a hotel are automatically 

registered in Alepo SMP. Whenever guests want to purchase internet service, they can post 

internet charges on their room numbers. 

INTEGRATION DETAILS 

Alepo’s WiFi SMP integrates with Oracle Hospitality OPERA PMS via a TCP/IP connection.  

 When guests check in to the hotel, a WiFi user is automatically created in Alepo WiFi 

SMP. 

 WiFi user details are automatically updated in Alepo WiFi SMP when guest 

information is changed in Oracle Hospitality OPERA PMS. 

 The WiFi user is deactivated in Alepo WiFi SMP when the guest checks out of the 

hotel. 

 Internet charges are posted to the guest’s room number when the guest purchases 

internet service from Alepo WiFi SMP. 
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High-level architecture diagram of the integration between Alepo WiFi SMP and Oracle Hospitality OPERA PMS 

 

TECHNICAL DETAILS  

Partner Environment Oracle Environment  

 Alepo WiFi SMP  Oracle Hospitality OPERA 5.6 

 Oracle Hospitality Interface IFC8 8.10.2.20 

 Fidelio Interface Application Specification (FIAS) 2.20.24 

Product ID (FKT) Description and Name 

 IFC_WWW  Oracle Hospitality OPERA WWW Interface for WiFi SMP 

by Alepo Technologies Inc. 

Supported Protocols 

 TCP/IP 

 

 

AVAILABILITY 

Bogota, Colombia 

Tel.: +1 .512.879.1030 

Email: latam.sales@alepo.com 
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